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Julian^^G. Knight, [a] Dr. Robert Pal, [c] Dr. Tom^^J. Penfold, [a] Dr. Michael^^J. Hall 0000-0001-6475-9161* [a] [ a] <orgDiv [4,^5] arising from magnetic-dipole-allowed electric-dipole-forbidden f → f transitions, [6] culminating in the development of a number of lanthanide-based CPL probes for molecular sensing. [7] However low fluorescence quantum yields (ϕF) for these systems can result in low overall CPL quantum efficiencies (ϕF·<M/>glum<M/>). Thus there is considerable interest in the development of homochiral small organic fluorophores capable of CPL emission (CPL-SOMs), which might provide a viable alternative to chiral lanthanide complexes. [8] To date several classes of CPL-SOMs have been investigated including those based on helicenes, [9] cyclophanes, [10] and ortho-oligo(phenylene)ethynylenes [11] as well as some interesting recent examples of thermally activated delayed CPL. [12] We and others have focused on the study of chiral boron-chelated dipyrromethenes (BODIPYs) due to their excellent photophysical properties (such as, high extinction coefficients (ε), fluorescence quantum yields and tuneable emission properties) and synthetic accessibility. [13] This has resulted in the disclosure of several CPL-SOM systems described as either axially [14] or helically [15] chiral BODIPYs in which the fluorophore core has been asymmetrically perturbed through the introduction of either covalent or steric restraints. However, despite these advances in homochiral BODIPY design, their CPL quantum efficiencies are still limited by low luminescence dissymmetry factors (highest reported <M/>glum<M/> equal to 4.7×10 <M->3 or 9×10 <M->3 for monomeric or dimeric homochiral BODIPYs, respectively [15b,e] ). Future improvement of these <M/>glum<M/> values will require an improved understanding of the link between <M/>glum<M/> and molecular structure in the helically chiral BODIPY series.
The luminescence dissymmetry factor (<M/>glum<M/>) is given by
where m and μ are the magnetic and electric transition dipole moment vectors, respectively, and τ is the angle between them.
[16] The relatively low <M/>glum<M/> values arise because <M/>m<M/> is typically three orders of magnitude smaller than <M/>μ<M/> for the π--π* transition of a simple homochiral organic fluorophore, such as a chiral BODIPY. Consequently, molecular design must focus upon either increasing the magnetic transition dipole moment (m) or decreasing the electric transition dipole moment (μ), assuming a fixed τ^^value.
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The transition matrix elements for the former (m) only operates upon the angular part of the wavefunction, and consequently can be seen as analogous to spin--orbit coupling.
[17]
The low angular momentum components of the light elements used herein therefore represent a limitation when compared to the f → f transitions exploited in chiral lanthanide complexes.
In contrast, the electric transition dipole moment operates on the spatial part of the molecular wavefunction, and can be minimised by creating a small overlap between the initial and final state wavefunctions, that is, a charge-transfer complex.
[18]
Herein, we report a new structural class of helically chiral "confused" N,N,O,C-boronchelated dipyrromethenes (BODIPYs). By breaking the C2^^symmetry axis, ubiquitous amongst the reported helically chiral BODIPYs, [15] we envisaged an increase in the chargetransfer character of the emitting excited state, reducing the magnitude of electric transition dipole moment (μ). Chiroptical measurements in combination with computational and electrochemical analysis has allowed us to rationalize the impact of this structural change on the observed <M/>glum<M/>^^value, providing an insight into the link between the molecular structure and the chiroptical properties in helical BODIPY CPL-SOMs.
2._Results and Discussion

While investigating improved methods for the synthesis of N,N,O,O-boron-chelated
dipyrromethenes, [19] we examined the Suzuki coupling of 1^a (see Scheme^^1<xschr1> for the structure of 1^a) with 2-hydroxyphenolboronic acid.
[20] Surprisingly, alongside the expected BODIPY (rac)-2, we observed the formation, in 8^% yield, of an unsymmetrical helically chiral BODIPY 3 containing a previously unreported tetradentate "confused"
N,N,O,C-boron-chelation motif, in which the binding of one of the 3,5-ortho-phenolic
substituents is inverted in comparison to that of the parent compound 2. [21--23] Switching the starting material to the potential more reactive 3,5-dibromo-BODIPY 1^b resulted an improved 36^% yield of (rac)-3. We propose that (rac)-3 is formed through a complex series of reaction steps involving: Metathesis of the BF2 group with the boron of (2-hydroxyphenyl)boronic acid, nucleophilic aromatic substitution (SNAr) of aryl bromide by the phenolic hydroxy group, Suzuki coupling with a second equivalent of (2-hydroxyphenyl)boronic acid and finally chelation of the boron by the free phenolic hydroxy group (Scheme^^1<schr1>).
Crystallization of (rac)-3 provided material suitable for single-crystal X-ray analysis, revealing an orthorhombic space group (Aea2) in which two pairs of enantiomers occupy the unit cell. Analysis of the crystal structure confirmed that the 3,5-ortho-phenolic substituents did indeed induce a twist into the fluorophore; a twist angle of approximately 7.7° being observed between the two planes as defined by the two pyrrolic rings (Figure^^1<figr1>).
[24]
Preliminary computational modelling of (rac)-3 also showed an increase in excitedstate charge-transfer character and absorption and emission spectra were consistent with those [26] Based on these results we propose that the <M/>glum<M/>^^value in a CPL-emissive helically chiral BODIPY maybe indeed be tuneable through the use of synthetic design to dictate both the magnitude and relative direction of μ and m through simultaneous control of both the helical pitch and the extent of π^^conjugation in the molecule. Thus, the focus of our current research is to apply these new design principles to the synthesis of helically chiral dipyrromethenes with improved chiroptical properties.
3._Conclusions
We have synthesised the first example of a resolved helically chiral "confused" 
